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The day is drawing to a close. The shades
of evening are lowering around us. The time
for work will soon be over. But the remain-
ing task is, oh, so great. Around the world,
hungry hearts are crying for the bread of
life, and sin-sick souls are groaning under
their awful bondage. In view of these con-
ditions, we have chosen as our theme those
words that ring out as a challenge to Chris-
tian youth, "Redeeming the time because
the days are evil."
It is our earnest desire that through this
book some young man or young woman may
be led to dedicate his or her life to the serv-
ice of the Master.
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IN APPRECIATION
In recognition and appreciation of his help-
ful advice, his thoughful guidance, and his
friendly interest in our Christian lives, we, the
Senior Class of 1941, dedicate this year's












"A thing of beauty is a joy forever.
Foster Park, with its swinging bridge, shady trees, and murmuring river, holds a
warm spot in the heart of every student who has attended the Fort Wayne Bible In-




The beautiful city of Fort Wayne, with its population of 125,000, offers fine op-
portunities to students who wish to work their way through school.
The Bible Institute is situated in one of the finest residential sections of the city.
Che ICight Cofaer
The Vision of a NewAuditorium-Music Hall
We are fervently hoping that the dream of a new building will soon come true.
A greater Bible Institute was a part of the vision of the founders; for in selecting a
larger campus than was necessary in their day, they pointed forward to a greater school
in the future. Amid sturdy oaks of virginal forest, they erected the first building,
which served as a complete unit for more than two decades. The second major unit
—
Bethany Hall—was added in 1929-30, and the "Annex" in 1937. Now again, all rooms
are occupied and larger quarters are urgently needed. But through the vision and
foresight of the founders there is plenty of building room for expansion.
The new hall will be a large structure fronting Rudisill Boulevard between Bethany
Hall and Indiana Avenue. The front wing will house the School of Music, furnished
with studios, classrooms, and practice rooms. The main part of the structure will be a
large hall, divided into two sections, one for assembly purposes and the other for
physical education. The new building will relieve the present conqestion and will greatly
enhance the physical equipment of the school.
It is spiritual vision that is making possible this advance. Through vision of a sink-
ing world calling for capable soul-winners, Christian stewards have already given a
little more than half of the estimated cost of $85,000. It is through ever-living vision
that the building will be erected and the Bible Institute will carry forward her God-
given mission.
3Ihe lltgl^t Sofaer
By the "FAITHFUL GUIDANCE" of instructors
whose lives have been fully consecrated to the
service of the Master ... we "ACQUIRE
KNOWLEDGE" of the Scriptures and other sub-
jects necessary to a well-rounded education . . .
thus preparing us for "CHRISTIAN SERVICE"
which we carry on with great joy and blessing
. . . while, in the meantime, by participation in
"EXTRA ACTIVITIES," we develop strong bodies
and build true Christian Character.
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By the "FAITHFUL GUIDANCE" of instructors whose lives have






"And the things that thou hast heard of me among many witnesses, the same
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Redeeming the Time — Spiritually
EPHESIANS 5:16
Time is an important factor in Christian experience. As it takes years for an
acorn to develop into a sturdy oak, so it takes time for a follower of Christ to root
deep, to "grow up into Him", and to reach spiritual manhood. However, some de-
velop more rapidly than others, because they are "followers of God as dear children."
Again, as it requires seasons for grain and fruit to come to the harvesting stage,
even so it is with spiritual fruit bearing, and maturity in the godly life.
The text does not only clearly indicate that it takes time to develop Christian
character, as expressed above, but it also shows the importance of making the best
possible use of the time allotted to us. We must take advantage of every opportunity
that comes to us.
In order to do this we must, first, be fully assured that we have passed the initial
experiences in the Christian life—the new birth, and the baptism with the Holy Spirit;
and that we are under the leadership of the Holy Spirit. Then if we obey the follow-
ing exhortations in the Word of God, we shall be "good end faithful" stewards of
the sacred truth, and our time shall be well redeemed:
1. "Be ye therefore followers of God, as dear children; and walk in love, as Christ
also hath loved us." Eph. 5:1,2.
2. "And beside this, giving all diligence, add to your faith;" and then the apostle
mentions seven graces that we must add and abound therein if we want to
measure up to God's standard for us. II Pet. 1:5-1 I.
3. "Thou therefore endure hardness, as a good soldier of Jesus Christ," II Tim. 2:3.
4. "By whom also we have access by faith into this grace wherein we stand, and
rejoice in the hope of the glory of God. Not only so, but we glory in tribulation
also." Rom. 5:23.
5. "As every man hath received the gift, even so minister the same one to an-
other, as good stewards of the manifold grace of God." I Pet. 4:10.
6. "Cast not away therefore your confidence, which hath great recompense of
reward; for ye have need of patience, that, after ye have done the will of
God, ye might receive the promise. For yet a little while, and he that shall
come will come, and will not tarry. Heb. 10:35-37.
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REV. SAFARA A. WITMER, A.B., M.A.
Dean
Bible
Redeeming the Time — By Mental Effort
Never before have men been given to thinking about the time as today.
What is Time? How is it related to Eternity? These are speculative questions that
a few rare minds are disposed to consider: Bergson and Spengler among the phi-
losophers, Barth and Heim among the theologians, and Einstein among the scientists.
But most of us are not concerned about metaphysics, and certainly the Apostle Paul
when advising the Ephesian Christians to redeem the time was not thinking in terms
of philosophy. He was thinking of time as a practical commodity that each one is to
use to greatest profit. The original word for time means "a fixed measure." How
suggestive! Only a limited amount is given to each.
The Greek word translated "redeem" comes from a verb meaning "to go to the
market," that is "to buy up," "to purchase." Time is something to be recovered and
exploited, for in the natural course of events it is misused or squandered. This calls
for us to improve every opportunity for good.
Only the opportunist thinks success is possible without diligently employing his
time. AH great men have highly valued time. They have achieved greatness not
necessarily by long life, but by improving their time. Mozart died at thirty-five, and
David Brainerd finished his memorable work at twenty-nine. The tragedy among
students in this day of "time-saving" conveniences is the prodigal waste of time. The
tragedy of misspent time is that it can never be recovered. The want ad that some
one devised is correct: "Lost: somewhere between sunrise and sunset, two golden
hours each set with sixty diamond minutes. No reward is offered for they are lost
forever."
Not only is time non-recoverable, but the small amount we have is not exactly
known. We know the hour glass is running its course, but we do not know how soon
the last particle will have passed from time into eternity. May every student who
leaves the sacred halls of the Bible Institute REDEEM his time. May not one be an







Redeeming the Time—In Every-Day Duties
Time must be of great value to our Creator, for He only gives us one moment at
a time. You have read of redeeming the time in the spiritual and the intellectual; now
let us think of redeeming the time in the secular. Redeeming the time in the secular
brings blessings in the spiritual and in the intellectual. "Know the true value of time;
snatch, seize, and enjoy every moment of it. No idleness; no laziness; no procrastina-
tion—never put off till to-morrow what you can do to-day."
"Time is lent to us by God. It is precious, passing, short, and uncertain." We
cannot be too diligent, if we consider that we are accountable as to how we use it.
Health, wealth, knowledge, and friendships may be regained, but vanished hours can
never be recalled. Let us not give any moment without receiving it in value. We
should so discipline our ways that every move of the hand, every step of the foot,
every word of the tongue, and every thought of the mind will be of some value to us
or to our fellow men.
"As every thread of gold is valuable, so is every moment of time." Time is money
at the Bible Institute as well as elsewhere. As money is being spent for our life equip-
ment, we ought to give our "utmost for His highest."
Time is what we need, but alas! how do we use it? How often do we lose time
by expectation, lack of distribution, or lack of determination. The surest way of using
the precious fragments of time is by a well-arranged schedule. "The more we do,
the more we can do; the more busy we are, the more leisure we have."
The way we spend our time is an index to our character. By redeeming the time
we become dependable, punctual, attentive, and cooperative. Efficiency and thorough-
ness are also necessary spokes in the wheel of time. "Our yesterdays follow us; they
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Hostess, Dining Room Supervisor
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When Dorothy rings the dinner gong,
You just cannot stay hungry long.
When Bible I lets out at noon,
He makes his way for home right soon.
As you'll imagine by the looks,
Miss Leitner knows what's in the books.
Not a speck of dirt is found,
When Mother Lugibihl's around.
Kept by His love, safe in His fold,
Our spirits never shall grow old.
I like the spring with flowers gay,
It drives the cares of life away.
Get ready, Elkhart, here we come
Unless old Lizzie's on the bum.
Though she's been with us but a year,
She, to our hearts, has been made dear.
More precious far than gems or gold,




REV. J. E. "DADDY" RAMSEYER
"Sweeter as the days go by."
In spite of his age it is not unusual to see
him out in the back yard of his home
raking leaves or making garden. His is
a life of activity.
REV. HARVEY MITCHELL
By the time he cares for his family, meets
the demands of his pastorate, and col-
lects jokes for Bible I class, we suspect
that our brilliant young professor from
Srabill keeps himself busy.
REV. P. L (UNCLE PETE) EICHER
"We marvel at his rugged endurance."
When not busy trying to balance the
budget "Uncle Pete" likes to participate
in athletics with the boys. And, believe
me, he presents some stiff competition.
REV. L. R. RINGENBERG
"Haste makes waste."
His chief joy is lecturing to students on
the art of rearing a family.
MISS BERTHA LEITNER
"Admired by all for her deep spiritu-
ality."
Her chief interest: missions.
Her hobby: preparing long examinations.
MISS MARTHA AMSTUTZ
Her ability is to find dust; her habit is
finding dust; her pet word is "Dust."
"Flashing smile, twinkling eye
Sweet disposition, that's why!"
MISS LILLIAN ZELLER
"Faithful, constant, firm and true."
Her deep Christian life is the result of
much meditation upon the Word, and a
close walk with the Lord.
DEAN WITMER
Ability—Laughing at stale jokes.
Habit—Playing with his glasses.





"Behind a sturdy schoolroom desk
The Greek professor stands."
She also "stands" when the winds blow
—
the wind of the English VI students re-
citing Monday morning at 8:00.
MELVINA BASINGER
"She lives to help others."
She has proved such a fine nurse, we boys
almost enjoy being ill.
REV. B. F. LEIGHTNER
"Chapter and verse, please."
An understanding counsellor in matters
of life and doctrine.
MISS DOROTHY ROTHFUSS
We know Dorothy is proud of her work
after digging up such a good telephone
salutation, "Culinary Department"; and
why not? Where could we get a better
cook?
MR. IRA GERIG
Teaching music, learning funny stories,
meeting obligations at Elkhart. What a
busy life!
MR. C. A. GERBER
Chief occupation: Telling stories.
Pet phrase: "That reminds me of ...
"
Pet peeve: Singing off key.
Biggest difficulty: Being seen.
MISS BIXEL
"Just a tiny bit of sunshine."
We wonder how so much music can be
contained in so small a person.
21
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. . . we "ACQUIRE KNOWLEDGE" of the Scriptures and
other subjects necessary to a well-rounded education
BOOK II
Seniors Class of '44






"Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be
ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth."—// Tim. 2:15.
23
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Adviser: Rev. S. A. Witmer.
Motto: 'Aflame for Christ."
Colors: Red and white.
Flower: American Beauty Rose.
CLASS OFFICERS
Aflame for Christ
"Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works, and
glorify your Father which is in heaven." These words of our Master are words which
we as I—I is followers should heed in these dark and sinful days.
We, the Class of '41, feel we have been highly privileged to spend these years
of preparation in the Bible Institute. They have been years of learning at the feet of
Jesus, which have resulted in the molding of our Christian lives. We have chosen as
our class motto, "Aflame for Christ." Never before in the history of mankind has the
need arisen for God's children to be on fire as it has in these last days. As the Apostle
Paul was ready to preach the Gospel to those at Rome, so we are ready to face a
war-torn, envy-filled world with the Message of Life.
Christ has put light into us as His children, and He does not intend that light to
be hid. God reguires of us nothing less than habitual holiness. Candles are not lit to
be looked at, but that something else may be seen by them. Even so, we as followers
of Christ are given light that we might go forth to radiate the Lord Jesus to lost
humanity. It is our duty and utmost desire to be aflame for Christ as we leave school.
It is not enough to be Christian only to ourselves; we must be so before God and men.
May God grant all members of the Class of '41 hearts aflame with the love of
Christ as they are thrust into the midst of a cold and indifferent world. If we are not
warming the world with our light, the world will be freezing us. Only as we are kept on
fire for Christ will we be usable material in the Master's harvest field. "Aflame for








"For to me to live is Christ, and to die is gain." Phil. 1:21.
President of Senior Class; Chairman Youth Conference; Sunday School Teaching;
Wesleyan Methodist Mission Committee; Gospel Team; Evangelist; Pastor.
BLANCHARD AMSTUTZ—Royal Oak, Michigan.
"But if our gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are lost." II Cor. 4:3.
Theological Course.
Vice-President Senior Class; Men's Chorus; Special Chorus; Gospel Team.
ELINOR RICE—Wauseon, Ohio.
"And the work of righteousness shall be peace: and the effect of righteousness,
guietness, and assurance for ever." Isaiah 32:17.
Two Year Bible-Music Course.
Secretary Senior Class; Assistant School Secretary; Sunday School Teaching.
HOWARD STEIN—Sidney, Ohio.
"But now in Christ Jesus ye who sometimes were far off are made nigh by the
blood of Christ." Eph. 2:13.
Theological Course.
President Mission Band; Treasurer Senior Class; Prayer Leader; Jail Team; Men's
Chorus; Special Chorus; Gospel Team.
ORLAN GOLDEN—Nappanee, Indiana.
"But what things were gain to me, those I counted loss for Christ." Phil. 3:7.
Theological Course.
Chaplain Senior Class; President Mission Band; Circulation Manager 1941 "Light




"He hath saved us, and called us with an holy calling, not according to our works,
but according to His own purpose and grace, which was given us in Christ Jesus




"Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you, and ordained you, that ye should
go and bring forth fruit, and that your fruit should remain." John 15:16.
Christian Education Course.
Mission Band Secretary; Photograph Editor 1941 "Light Tower"; Young People's
Leader; Sunday School Teaching.
RUTH CAMP—Via Mombasa, East Africa.
"That I may know Him, and the power of His resurrection, and the fellowship of
His sufferings, being made conformable unto His death." Phil. 3:10.
Missionary Course.
CHARLES IMLER—Waterloo, Indiana.
"Now thanks be unto God, which always causeth us to triumph in Christ, and
maketh manifest the savour of His knowledge by us in every place." II Cor. 2:14.
Theological Course.
Street Meeting Committee; Business Manager 1941 "Light Tower"; Gospel Team;
Pastor.
IRMA JUDD—Stratton, Nebraska.
"I the Lord have called thee ..." Isaiah 42:6.
Missionary and Christian Education Course.





"Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you, and ordained you, that ye should
go and bring forth fruit, and that your fruit should remain." John 15:16.
Missionary Course.
Vice-President Mission Band; Prayer-Band Leader; Student Cabinet Member.
ANNA LAUGHBAUM— Pellston, Michigan.
"Behold, I send an Angel before thee, to keep thee in the way, and to bring thee
into the place which I have prepared." Ex. 23:20.
Theological Course.
Assistant Editor 1941 "Light Tower"; Prayer Leader; Sunday School Teaching;
Home Visitation; Student Cabinet Member; Secretary of Youth Conference.
EVELYN NEUENSCHWANDER—McPherson, Kansas.
"Delight thyself also in the Lord: and He shall give thee the desires of thine heart."
Psalm 37:4.
Two-year Bible-Music Course.
Associate Editor 1941 "Light Tower"; Women's Chorus; Special Chorus; Gospel
Team; Mission Band Pianist; Mission Band Organist.
KATHRINE PAULUS— Elkhart, Indiana.
"My grace is sufficient for thee: for my strength is made perfect in weakness.
Most gladly therefore will I rather glory in my infirmities, that the power of Christ
may rest upon me." II Cor. 12:9.
Theological and Christian Education Course.
Sunday School Teaching; Children's Work; Home Visitation; Wesleyan Methodist
Mission Committee.
FLORENCE POWERS— Fort Wayne, Indiana.
"That in all things He might have the preeminence." Col. 1:18.
Christian Education Course.




"For He is faithful that promised." Hebrews 10:23.
Two-Year Bible-Music Course.
Mission Band Pianist; Gospel Team; Women's Chorus; Special Chorus.
ALICE SCHRECKENBERG— Peoria, Illinois.
"That I may know Him, and the power of His resurrection, and the fellowship of
His sufferings, being made conformable unto His death." Phil. 3:10.
Christian Education Course.
Assistant Mission Band Chorister; Special Chorus; Women's Chorus; Gospel
Team; Choir Director; Sunday School Teaching.
HELEN SCHUMACHER—Pandora, Ohio.
"The Lord is my light and my salvation; whom shall I fear? The Lord is the strength
of my life; of whom shall I be afraid?" Psalm 27:1.
Three-Year Bible-Music Course.
Women's Chorus; Special Chorus; Gospel Team.
FLORENCE THOMPSON—Clairton, Pennsylvania.
"I will say of the Lord, He is my refuge and my fortress; my God; in Him will
I trust." Psalm 91:2.
Four-Year Bible-Academic.
Sunday School Teaching.
FLORA LEE TINSLEY—Arlington, Indiana.
"Call unto me, and I will answer thee, and shew thee great and mighty things,
which thou knowest not." Jeremiah 33:3.
Two-Year Bible-Music Course.




"He leadeth me in the paths of righteousness for His name's sake." Psalm 23:3.
Theological Course.
Gospel Team; Women's Chorus; Special Chorus.
VIOLA VAN SCOIK—Goshen, Indiana.
"Behold, I say unto you, lift up your eyes, and look on the fields; for they are
white already to harvest." John 4:35.
Christian Education Course.
Sunday School Teaching; Home Visitation.
CLAYTON WEIKER—Clyde, Ohio.
"The Lord is my rock, and my fortress, and my deliverer; my God, my strength,
in whom I will trust; my buckler, and the horn of my salvation, and my high tower."
Psalm. 18:2.
Theological Course.
Gospel Team; Men's Chorus; Special Chorus.
ROBERT WELCH—Toledo, Ohio.
"But God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ,
by whom the world is crucified unto me, and I unto the world." Gal. 6:14.
Theological Course.
Photograph Editor 1941 "Light Tower"; Jail Team; CCC Work; Home Visitation;
Gospel Team.
ROY WHITTUM—Tustin, Michigan.
"O the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God! how un-
searchable are His judgments and His ways past finding out!" Romans I 1:33.
Editor 1941 "Light Tower"; Associate Editor 1940 "Light Tower"; Vice-President
Mission Band; Sunday School Teaching; Gospel Team; Youth Conference Com-




Preacher -)- choir director = effective team
work.
"I am boss on the crew, but I'm Agnes to you."
'A book in the hand is worth two in the room."
Just two pals.
'Shine, shine, shine.
'It was his fault, not mine."
'Not real— , we're just practicing.
"My heart lies in Africa."
"Oh! There goes the street car.
30
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SIDE LIGHTS
She may be "Rice," but not puffed up.
"I'm going higher some day."
Opportunity was knocking.
"I never beat about the bush.
"The Lord is my Light and my Salvation.
He's beginning to see the light.
"We beat the meadow larks."




First Row: Stella Augsburger, Ruth Berger, Nora Jane Bolender, Ruth Buckloh, Hazel Butz, David Clark,
Lucy Crawford, Mildred Dancer.
Second Row: Daniel Demmin, Harold Dinter, Daniel Dyck, Edna Dyck, Robert Elliott, Charles Glenn,
Martha Grenzebach, Hazel Harle.
Third Row: LaVern Hein, Ruth Hufford, Helen Imler, Catherine Irvine, Wayne Judd, Don Kelly,
Anne Grace Kontra, Paul Kreiss.
Fourth Row: Fred Kreh, Violet Lucks, Clela Lug bill, Lillian McClaid, Catherine. Macy, Roger Malsbary,
Dorothea Martig, Donald Miller.
Fifth Row: Mary Jane Reilly, Richard Reilly, Dorland Russett, Arnold Schmidt, Evelyn Schmidt, Robert
Schmidt, Mildred Schnur, Miriam Schumacher.
Sixth Row: Dorthey Slabaugh, Elbert Speckien, Lavoun Spillers, Evelyn Stratmeir, Alfred Shadduck,




First Row: Ivan Agin, Winfred Amstutz, Laverne Anderson, Helen Christensen, Elaine Collins, Robert
Collins, Dorothy Crosby, Gwendolyn Chapman.
Second Row: William Collier, Wendell Doerfler, Betty Driskell, Robert Dye, Helene Elliott, Lucille
Fisher, Wilbur Ford, Florence Habeggar.
Third Row: Maurice Hall, Robert Harle, Edwin Henning, George Horn, Juanita Jones, Eudene King,
Floyd Klotzbach, Billy Lewis.
Fourth Row: D. B. Lamb, Esther Marks, Audine Mathers, Ruth! Neumann, Sylvia Nolan, Victor Poser,
Ralph Ringenberg, Ellis Roth.
Fifth Row: Ada Smith, Leonard Smith, Mildred Stafford, Royal Steiner, Richard Swedberg, Harriet
Sweeten, Leslie Sylvester, Thelma Van Scoik.
Sixth Row: Millie Vermillion, Paul Wagley, Mildred Wanner, Neva Whaley, William Whiteman, Leona
Lehner, Edward Murphy.
Without Picture: Florence Wilting.
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CLASS OF '44 -EVENING --SPECIAL
First Row: Lars Blomquist, Bett© Boquette, Arlene Carpenter, Girard French, Opal Games, Marcus
Hey, Robert McBrier, Patricia Mahoney.
Second Row: William Merkley, Dale Moser, Fred Rabel, Arthur Reifel, Andrew Rupp, John Rupp,
Reynolds White, Edna Worthington.
Third Row: Edwin Zimbelman, Eleanor Beckwith, Effie Bremer, Betty Gaberdiel, Howard Gray, Bemis
Hunsberger, Roy Johnson, Wallace Jones.
Fourth Row: Marvel Klock, Fred Nickert, Alice Rupp, Stanley Rupp, Mary Margaret Stuckey, Arthur
Templar, Marion Thomas, Irma Warner.
Fifth Row: Bob Young, Curtis Bedsworth, Edna Heaton, Arline Hook, James Keller, Joseph Koble,
Viola Krockenberger, Kathleen Witmer.
Without Pictures: John Laymon, Virginia Meyer, Willard Squires, Harry Snoke, Lawrence Strong,





Stir me, O stir me, Lord, I care not how,
But stir my heart in passion for the world;
Stir me to give, to go, but most to pray;
Stir 'til the blood-red banner be unfurled
O'er lands that still in heathen darkness lie,
O'er deserts where no cross is lifted high.
Stir me, O stir me, Lord, 'til all my heart
Is filled with a strong compassion for these souls,
Til Thy compelling "must" drives me to prayer;
'Til Thy constraining love reach to the poles,
Far North and South in burning deed desire;
'Til East and West are caught in love's great fire.
Stir me, O Lord! Thy heart was stirred
By love's intensest fire, 'til Thou didst give
Thine only Son, Thy best beloved One,
E'en to the dreadful cross that I might live:
Stir me to give myself back to Thee
That Thou canst give Thyself again through me.
Stir me, O stir me, Lord; for I can see
Thy glorious triumph day begin to break;
The dawn already gilds the Eastern sky
O Church of Christ, awake! awake!
O stir us, Lord, as heralds of the day!




. . . thus preparing us for "CHRISTIAN SERVICE'
which we carry on with great joy and blessing
BOOK III







"Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost: teaching them to observe all things whatsoever










During the early part of the second semester of 1940, God began to speak to
different individuals of our school about the need of the youth of Fort Wayne. As
God continued to speak, our Dean began to work. After much prayer and counsel, it
was decided that the students would sponsor a city-wide youth conference. A com-
mittee consisting of six students, three representatives from different churches of the
city, and two advisers from our faculty was appointed. This committee was in charge
of making plans for the first annual city-wide youth conference. As much prayer was
sent up to the throne of grace, we feel confident that God's hand was in the origin
of this important movement. The sole aim of the conference was to present to the




October 18, 19, and 20 will long be remembered by the students as a time of
great spiritual refreshing, for it was on these days that the first annual city-wide youth
conference, a student project, was held. The aim of the conference was to reap a
harvest of young people for Christ. Our slogan was "American Youth For Christ."
All of the services were held in the Auditorium of the Central High School. Dr.
L. R. Marston, nationally known speaker, author, psychologist, and teacher, formerly
president of Greenville College, now a bishop of the Free Methodist Church, was our
speaker. His God-given messages were indeed inspirational and very helpful. A num-
ber of young people made definite decisions to follow the Lord as a result of God's
blessing through Dr. Marston's messages.
Mr. Cyril Reid, a young people's song leader from Wheaton College, was in charge
of the music. Special music was rendered at each service. The Plymouth Congrega-
tional Church Junior Choir sang on Friday night. On Saturday night, the Fort Wayne
Gospel Temple Band furnished the special music.
We were privileged by the officials of the city to have a parade through the
business section of the city on Saturday afternoon. What a testimony to see 250
young Christians parading through the city singing "Onward Christian Soldiers!"
Following the parade, there was an inspirational service in which three young people
spoke.
Sunday afternoon, four discussion groups were held under the leadership of very
capable leaders. Following these discussions, Dr. Marston gave a short message. Sun-
day evening as he gave his last message on the theme, "Fields Already White,"
hearts were moved to let God have full sway. Dr. Marston's closing address was a
climax to three days of spiritual blessing to the youth of our city.
We trust that each year these youth conferences will increase in their influence,




Standing: Irma Judd, Charles Glenn, Roy Whittum, Dan Demmin, Orlan Golden, Howard Stein, Billy
Lewis, Mary Keinrath, Robert Elliot, Geraldine Roth. Seated: Dorthev Slabaugh, Stella Augsburger,
Agnes Burley, Evelyn Neuenschwander.
OFFICERS
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
Orlan Golden President Howard Stein
Roy Whittum Vice President Mary Keinrath
Irma Judd Secretary Agnes Burley
Charles Glenn Treasurer Robert Elliot
Dan Demmin Chorister Billy Lewis
Stella Augsburger Pianist Geraldine Roth
Dorthey Slabaugh Organist Evelyn Neuenschwander
OUR THEME SONG
We are a faithful gleaning band
And labor at our Lord's command,
Unyielding, loyal, tried and true
For lo! the reapers are but few,
Behold the waving harvest field
Abundant with a golden yield;
And hear the Lord of harvest say
To all: "Go reap for me to-day."
Chorus:
To the harvest field away,
For the Master calleth;
There is work for all to-day,
Ere the darkness falleth,
Swiftly do the moments fly,
Harvest days are going by,





Laboring in Peru, South America
"The missionary spirit is the endeavor to carry out Christ's last command, 'Go ye
into all the world and preach the Gospel.' "—C. I. Birkey.
"The human need is even greater today, for there are more Pagans today than
when Carey left for India."—S. A. Witmer.
"Even as the law of gravity must be considered in the physical world, so must
faith be considered in the spiritual realm."—Paul Updike.
'Light obeyed bringeth light; Light rejected bringeth night.' "—Mrs. Hinkey.
"The heathen know nothing but hunger; they are the ones who appreciate most."
—Lulu Irvine.
"No one that feels called to the mission field should feel wobbly at the knees (in
these times)."—Rev. Brooks.
"They that would have this faith (as recorded in Hebrews I I) must be prepared
to be strangely ostracized."
"One smell you won't get on our fields, and that is the smell of modernism."
—
Rev. T. J. Bach.
"Never be afraid of a hard trip, but be afraid of not being filled with the Holy
Spirit."—T. J. Bach.
"Too much cannot be made of anything if the vision is clear, and God's current
is on."—C. L. Eicher.
"God willing, may we have more men who will obey when the urge comes."—C. L.
Eicher.
"What makes the South American people what they are? Their religion, for men's




Someone has said, "Music is the link that connects the soul of man with God."
This is seen throughout the Scriptures; mention of music is made as early as the fourth
chapter of Genesis. In connection with the children of Israel crossing the Red Sea,
we have the song of Moses. Whenever Israel won a victory, she celebrated with music
and song, the Song of Deborah and Barak being an example of this. Music was used
for worship; it was used at festivities. Heaven itself will be filled with music. "And
I heard a voice from heaven as the voice of many waters, and as the voice of a great
thunder; and I heard the voice of harpers harping with their harps." Rev. 14:2.
Music changes man's emotions. The saying, "Music soothes the savage breast,"
is true. When the evil spirit came upon Saul, he asked for David to play the harp.
The music from the harp caused the evil spirit to flee, and all was well with Saul. Saul
is no different from men today. Men's hearts are savage;' they are troubled and sad.
In the light of this, music is of great importance in Christian service. Our school
meets this need, offering one of the most complete courses in music. The course
includes piano, organ, voice, harmony, composition, hymnology, theory, sight singing,
conducting, normal training, and group singing. Many students have gone forth to
bless the world with music.
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Standing: Mildred Stafford, Dorothea Martig, Geraldine Roth, Fred Rabel, Dan Demmin, Robert Dye,
Prof. Gerber, Miss Bixel, Prof. Gerig, Billy Lewis, Clyde Collins, Stanley Rupp, Elbert Speckien,
Dorthey Slabaugh, Stella Augsburger. Seated: Patricia Mahoney, Florence Habeggar, Thelma Van
Scoik, Helen Schumacher, Betty Gaberdiel, Bette Lea Driskell, Irma Judd, Alice Rupp, Evelyn Neuen-
schwander, Miriam Schumacher.
SPECIAL CHORUS
"Praise ye the Lord: for it is good to sing praises unto our. God."— Psalm 147 :1.
Every Thursday evening from 7:30 to 9:00 o'clock, a group of students gather
in the chapel to sing anthems of praise to our blessed Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ.
We rejoice because the Lord has given us a new song to sing. The chorus is under
the direction of Professor C. A. Gerber, and accompanied by Miss Bixel. We receive
great spiritual benefit as well as training; for all our classics are Scriptures put to
music, telling of God's goodness and greatness. The one purpose of our chorus is
to bring glory and honor to the Lord Jesus Christ and to witness of His redeeming




Left to Right: Florence Habeggar, Lillian McClaid, Thelma Van Scoik, Geraldine Roth,
Edna Worthington, Dorothea Martig, Helen Schumacher, Miss Bixel, Millie Vermillion,
Prof. Gerber, Juanita Jones, Flora Lee Tinsley, Bette Lea Driskell, Irma Judd, Martha
Grenzebach, Elsie Ueberschar, Alice Rupp, Dorthey Slabaugh.
THE WOMEN'S CHORUS
"Sing unto the Lord with thanksgiving." Ps. 147 :7.
The prayer of each member of the Women's Chorus has been that our singing be
praise unto the Lord and spiritual inspiration to listening hearts.
This group of sixteen young women, directed by Professor C. A. Gerber, and
accompanied by Miss Ruth Bixel, enjoyed the high privilege of witnessing for Christ
and representing the Bible Institute during a ten-day tour of Indiana, Illinois, and
Michigan. Several concerts were also given in nearby churches during the spring
months.
Very precious to our hearts were the devotional periods which we had on the
bus during our tour, and the prayer meetings before each service, in which God
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Left to Right: Clayton Weiker, Fred Rabel, William Whiteman, Daniel Demmin, Wendell Doerfler,
Robert Dye, Robert McBrier, Clyde Collins, Lars Blomquist, Prof. Ira Gerig, Ralph Ringenberg, Wayne
Judd, Howard Stein, LaVerne Anderson, Billy Lewis, Richard Reilly, Richard Swedberg, Blanchard
Amstutz.
MEN'S CHORUS
"Sing forth the honor of His name; make His praise glorious."—Psalm 66:2.
To the group of twenty-two men who compose the men's chorus, this organiza-
tion has proved to be a source of blessing and the means of expressing to others far
and wide the devotion which they bear for their Master.
The highlight of the year for the chorus is the spring tour, an event which carries
the organization into various parts of the country, and into churches of various de-
nominations. This year a chosen group of sixteen young men, under the capable
direction of Professor Ira Gerig, presented a series of sacred concerts through the
states of Ohio and Pennsylvania, witnessing through song and testimony to the re-
deeming and sanctifying power of the Lord Jesus Christ.
The chorus has endeavored in all its services to give a program not for enter-
tainment alone, but for the spiritual edification of its hearers. We trust many have




Top Left: Fred Rabel, Robert Dye, Blanchard Amstutz, George Horn.
Top Right: Robert Dye, Richard Reilly, Blanchard Amstutz.
Lower Left: Evelyn Schmidt, Marvel Klock, Ruth Hufford.




Top Left: Florence Habegger, Elsie Ueberschar, Evelyn Neuenschwander, Dorthey Slabaugh.
Top Right: Juanita Jones, Betty Gaberdiel, Bette Driskell, Martha Grenzebach.
Lower Left: D. B. Lamb, Wendell Doerfler, Wayne Judd, Clyde Collins.












THE GOSPEL TRACT TEAM
The Gospel Tract Team has a ministry which is sadly neglected by the average
Christian; yet one that has been used of the Lord to reach many men who have fallen
into Satan's cruel snare. Every Saturday night we gather to ask the Lord's blessing;
then we go out two by two, even as the Lord Jesus Christ sent out the seventy. While
passing out tracts, we have often given our personal testimonies, and explained the
way of Salvation by grace more fully. Is it worth while? Wonderfully so, for "So shall
my word be that goeth forth out of my mouth; it shall not return unto me void, but
it shall accomplish that which I please, and it shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent
•j." I. --Lrr.ii
it." Isaiah 55:
C. C. C CAMP
"Training for service, and service in training" is a motto applicable to innumerable
and varied training schools. The spiritual eye paraphrases and reads, "Preparing to
work with Christ, and working with Christ while preparing." The C.C.C. Camp affords
an avenue for training. Weekly the Word is taught, and in response six young men
have professed conversion. In the camp, education, nationalty, and training mean
little. These boys are looking for sincerity. It is our task to awaken in these hearts
a concern for their eternal estate. We pray and work to the end that more of these
boys—men of tomorrow—might come to know, through experience, the Master Char-
acter Builder, our Lord.
WESLEYAN MISSION
As the servants of Jesus Christ, we count it a great privilege to enter every door
of opportunity that opens for service. One of these doors is the Wesleyan Methodist
Mission. Some of us teach Sunday school classes; and others minister in the evening
services, which are entirely in charge of the students. We have not seen the work grow
rapidly, but we praise God for His faithfulness in blessing the work with the salvation
of souls. In this place we have found real joy in serving Christ.
SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHING
We students who are privileged to teach Sunday school classes in various churches
of the city from Sunday to Sunday feel that the practical work to which we have been
assigned is a ministry full of much opportunity and responsibility.
The teaching methods, of course, vary according to the age grouping of the
respective classes, but as children and young people of high school age constitute the
greatest majority of the classes, we find that the visual method of teaching by object
lessons makes the lesson interesting and stamps spiritual truths more indelibly on young
hearts. It is our aim to be faithful in giving out, in the best possible way, the pure,
unadulterated Word of God, and thereby lay a foundation for belief in Christ for




Each evening, our meal is closed with a period of fellowship both in praise and
prayer. The devotions vary each night. Sometimes we form a circle of fellowship
around the walls of the dining room and tell of the victories recently won. Then there
is often a period of intercession when needs are prayed for. The students love to sing
praises to their Redeemer, and many times our devotions are spent in singing the old
Gospel hymns which renew our faith and encourage us onward. At different times
we are privileged to have guests or former students with us, and they contribute
heartily to our devotions. We are thankful for these few moments each evening when
our hearts are stirred anew to serve and trust the living God.
5:00 PRAYER MEETING
Each evening from five to five-thirty students gather in the chapel for a missionary
prayer meeting. We take a different portion of the world each day and are informed
by prayer leaders as to the needs of each part of the world. We pray for our heathen
friends who dwell in darkness without Christ, for the missions and missionaries who are
trying to reach them with the Gospel, as well as for special needs on the mission fields
of the world. Will you join us in the fellowship of prayer that Christ's Great Commis-
sion will be completed during this generation?
HOME VISITATION WORK
It is a joy to be co-laborers with the Lord in home visitation work in the community
of the Wesleyan Methodist Mission. Our group goes out once every two weeks. Every
time a door is opened, it is a new opportunity to witness for the Lord and to seek to
win a lost soul for Jesus. An invitation to the service is our means of approach. Our
souls have been blessed, by the testimonies of the few Christians we meet—but also
saddened by the darkness of sin. We have not seen many visible results to encourage
us; but we continue cheerfully in our work, confident that the Lord will reward us
according to our faithfulness.
JAIL TEAM
We, who are on the jail team, praise the Lord for the privilege we have to carry
to these men in prison the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The Lord has blessed the efforts
put forth at the county jail, and many needy souls have been won for Jesus Christ.
Many of these men can only come to one service, but we are thankful for the privilege
of sowing the seed. Many Gospels of John and tracts are given to these prisoners,
and we trust God will quicken His Word unto the salvation of these men.
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while in the meantime by participation in "EXTRA ACTIVITIES'
we develop strong bodies and build true Christian character
BOOK IV








"And whatsoever ye do in word or deed, do all in the name of the Lord Jesus,










IVAN AGIN—"Blushing is the color of virtue."
GRACE AINSLEE—"Trying to walk in the steps of the Saviour."
LEORA ALTHOFF— "In her very quietness, there is charm."
BLANCHARD AMSTUTZ—"Laugh and the world laughs with you."
WINFRED AMSTUTZ—"And I oft have heard defended— 'Little said is soonest
mended.'
LA VERNE ANDERSON—"You must wake and call me early."
STELLA AUGSBURGER—"My talent—music; my goal—His glory."
ELEANOR BECKWITH—"God's ways, though seemingly mysterious, arc always best."
CURTIS BEDSWORTH— "I find perfect satisfaction in the center of His will."
RUTH BERGER—"The world gives me a living, but I must give it a life."
LARS BLOMQUIST
—
"Gladness of heart is the life of man, and joyfulness of man
prolongeth his days."
NORA JANE BOLENDER—"Wherever He may guide me, No want shall turn me back."
BETTE BOQUETTE
—
"Let my life burn out for Christ who has redeemed my soul."
EFFIE BREMER
—
"If speech were gold, I'd be a billionaire." m >
RUTH BUCKLOH—"A bit of sunshine in a world of shadows."
AGNES BURLEY—"There is no substitute for thorough-going, sincere earnestness."
HAZEL BUTZ—"The fullness of God's Spirit dwells within."
RUTH CAMP—"Where Afric's sunny fountains roll down their golden sands
—
How could I ever stay here, with my heart in that fair land?"
REUBEN CANTRELL, MRS. REUBEN CANTRELL—"We are pressing on to victory
thorugh Christ."
ARLENE CARPENTER—"Who sweeps a room as tor Ihy Laws, Makes that and the
action fine."
GWENDOLYN CHAPMAN—"The quality of mercy is not strained—it blesses him
who gives and him who takes."
HELEN CHRISTENSEN—"You can smile when you can't say a word."
DAVID CLARK— "It was for the good of my country that I should be abroad."
WILLIAM COLLIER—"The winds are not always favorable, but the Pilot, the Man of
Galilee, has never forsaken."
CLYDE COLLINS—"In the lexicon of youth is no such word as 'fail'."
ELAINE COLLINS— "I am a part of all that I have met."
LUCY CRAWFORD— "I would be true, for there are those who trust me."
ELWIN CREVISTON—"Keep facing toward the sunshine and the shadows fall behind
you."
DOROTHY CROSBY—"In her smile there is friendliness; in her voice there is charm."
MILDRED DANCER—"Lead me in Thy truth and teach me."
DANIEL DEMMIN—"He has put a song in my mouth, even praises to my God."
HAROLD DINTER—"To thine own self be true—thou can'st not then be false to any
man."




"The only way to have a friend is to be one."
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DANIEL DYCK—"Necessity knows no law except to conquer."
EDNA DYCK—"Her ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace."
ROBERT DYE— "It is such a comfort to drop the tangles of life into God's hands and
leave them there."
LEONA EHRESMAN—"Simply trusting in the Saviour."
HELENE ELLIOT—"Be friendly and you will never want friends."
ROBERT ELLIOT—"Did all this waste paper come from your room ?"
TYRE FEHMAN—"Self-confidence is the first requisite to great undertakings."
LUCILLE FISHER
—
"She is never alone who is in the company of noble thoughts."
WILBUR FORD— "I love not food the less, but Sod more."
GIRARD FRENCH— "I am under the spout where the glory runs out."
BETTY GABERDIEL—"He safely leads my soul along, His loving kindness is so strong."
OPAL GARNES—"The happiness of your life depends upon the quality of your
thoughts."
IRENE GERIG— "I want my life to count for Him."
CHARLES GLENN—"Souls are in the dark; love them, weep over them, spare no
means to reach them."
ORLAN GOLDEN—"Consistent as the day is long."
HOWARD GRAY—"Ready o'er souls to yearn."
MARTHA GRENZEBACH—"To succeed you must earnestly desire, and this desire
must shorten thy sleep."
FLORENCE HABEGGER—"Hosanna in the highest! Hosanna forever more!"
MAURICE HALL—"Discretion of speech is more than eloquence."
HAZEL HARLE—"Let the Redeemer's name be sung, Through every land, by every
tongue."
ROBERT HARLE—"Lead me to the Rock that is higher than I."
EDNA HEATON—"His presence fills the waiting heart with joy."
LA VERN HEIN—"Endued with sanctity of reason."
EDWIN HENNING— "I would be an efficient salesman for the Master."
MARCUS HEY—"They conquer who believe they can."
ARLINE HOOK—"I'm pressing on the upward way."
GEORGE HORN—"He who laughs last, laughs best."
RUTH HUFFORD—"The hand that hath made you fair hath made you good."
BEMIS HUNSBERGER—"Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might."
CHARLES IMLER—"Go ahead! Laugh at my expanse."
HELEN IMLER—"The Lord is my Shepherd; I shall not want."
CATHERINE IRVINE—"God has a plan for every life, and finding that plan assures
success."
ROY JOHNSON—"Always on time except when late."
JUANITA JONES—"Happy and from all care I'm free—Why aren't they all con-
tented like me?"
WALLACE JONES—"A charge ro keep I have, a God to glorify."
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IRMA JUDD—"A smile costs nothing, and it buys what a million cannot."
WAYNE JUDD—"Absence makes the heart grow fonder."
MARY KEINRATH— "I have loved my friends as I do virtue."
JAMES KELLER— "In every action, may I please my Master."
DON KELLY—"Preaching should not be a profession or trade but a passion."
BETTE KIENE— "I've found the Friend that never fails."
EUDENE KINS—"In honor preferring one another."
MARVEL KLOCK—"There's no friend to me like Jesus."
FLOYD KLOTZBACH—"Sincerity does not mean sanctimonious solemnity."
JOSEPH KOBLE— "I am not my own; I belong to Jesus."




"Intentions are good; accomplishments are better."
PAUL KREISS—"In business and in Christian service I would be faithful to my duty."
MRS. PAUL KREISS—"There's no place like home."
VIOLA KROCKENBERGER—"My purpose—to make Christ the center of my business
life."
D. B. LAMB— "I know the Lord has laid H is hand on me."
ANNA LAUGHBAUM—"And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew, That one
small head could carry all she knew."
JOHN LAYMON—"Hope is a better companion than fear."
LEONA LEHNER—"God first, others second, self last."
BILLY LEWIS
—
"Life is real; life is earnest. And the grave is not its goal."
VIOLET LUCKS—"Work fascinates me; I can sit and look at it for hours."
CLELA LUGBiLL—"In quietness and confidence shall be your strength."
ROBERT McBRIER— In the middle of the night—"Ring out! wild bells."
LILLIAN McCLAID—"Take my voice and let me sing, Always, -only, for my King."
DONALD MclNTOSH—"When I survey the wondrous cross . . ."
RUTH McKINNEY—"Our youth we can have but today; We may always find time
to grow old."
CATHERINE MACY—"A life changed by Christ will easily conform to the straight-
edge of God's Word."
PATRICIA MAHONEY—"Thy modesty is a candle to thy merit."
ROGER MALSBARY—"An ounce of enthusiasm is worth a pound of knowledge."
ESTHER MARKS—"How sweet it is to labor for the Lord."
DOROTHEA MARTIG—"Don't be a carbon copy; make your own impression!"
AUDINE MATHERS—"A cheerful heart is accompanied by a happy countenance."
WILLIAM MERKLEY—"Thy Word is a light unto my feet."
VIRGINIA MEYER—"For Thou wilt light my candle."
DONALD MILLER—"What a piece of work is man—the beauty of this world."
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DALE MOSER—"Smooth runs the water where the brook is deep."
EDWARD MURPHY— "I will meet you in the morning, Just inside the Eastern Gate."
RUTH NEUMANN—"My Shepherd is beside me, And nothing can I lack."
EVELYN NEUENSCHWANDER—"Till death do us part."
CHRIS NICKERT—"Show me Thy will, O God, that I may walk in it."
SYLVIA NOLAN—"Rich she was of holy thought and work."
KAY PAULUS—"When we cannot be conscious of the Lord's presence, we can be
confident of it."
VICTOR POSER—"Living for Jesus wherever I am, Doing each duty in His holy name."
FLORENCE POWERS—"She is—but words are want to say what. But what a student
should be, she is that."
FRED RABEL
—
"I will praise the name of God with a song."
ARTHUR REIFEL—"If we can't be singers, we can be bringers."
MARY JANE REILLY—"It is better to be small and shine than to be large and cast a
shadow."




"There is no wisdom like frankness."
RALPH RINGENBERG—"How much better it is to get wisdom than gold!"
ELLIS ROTH—"The true measure of life is not what we get out of life, but what we
put into it."
GERALDINE ROTH—"A maiden demure, but wise is she."
ALICE RUPP—"Our best is the least we should offer God."
ANDREW RUPP—"Joy is unattainable apart from communion with God."
JOHN RUPP—"Lives of great men all remind us, We can make our lives sublime."
STANLEY RUPP—"What shall I render to my God for all His gifts to me?"
DORLAND RUSSETT—"My ties are like vows—very binding."
ARNOLD SCHMIDT—"The Christian of all people should have strong convictions and
high purposes."
EVELYN SCHMIDT—"Onward to the prize before us, Soon His beauty we'll behold."
ROBERT SCHMIDT—"The worst of me is known, and I can say that I am better than
the fame I bear."
MILDRED SCHNUR—"Chist can become as real to the human heart as the life we
live and the breath we breathe."
ALICE SCHRECKENBERG— "I make use of all my 'Golden' opportunities."
HELEN SCHUMACHER—"Sing and the world sings with you."
MIRIAM SCHUMACHER—"There is a proper dignity to be observed in the per-
formance of every act of life."
ALFRED SHADDUCK—"He prayeth well who loveth well."
DORTHEY SLABAUGH—"That I may know in ebbless flow, The perfect peace of full
and pure allegiance."
ADA SMITH—"Fervent in spirit, serving the Lord."
LEONARD SMITH—"The greatest achievement of this life is preparation for the life
which is to come."
HARRY SNOKE—"Living in the sunshine of His love."
ELBERT SPECKIEN—"I will meditate also of all Thy work and talk of Thy doings."
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LOVAUN SPILLERS— "I have my convictions, and I am willing to defend them."
WILLARD SQUIRES—"All my hope is in the Lord, in the promise of His Word."
MILDRED STAFFORD—"Faith can victor be in every trying hour."
HOWARD STEIN—-"A good name is rather to be chosen than great riches."
ROYAL STEINER—"The same God that solved the problems of Elijah can solve mine."
EVELYN STRATMEIER
—
"In this world, in whatsoe'er my state, It is the Lord on whom
I wait."
LAWRENCE STRONG—"One is never too old to be a student."
MARY M. STUCKY—"Character is not a gift, but an achievement."
RICHARD SWEDBERG— "It's not the way the wind blows; it's the way you set your
sails."




"I'll take camp meetings all the year 'round."
ARTHUR TEMPLAR—"The secret of success is constancy of purpose."
MARION THOMAS— "I like my meals well-seasoned with humor."
FLORENCE THOMPSON—"Live pure, speak true, right wrong, follow the King; Else
wherefore born?"
FLORA LEE TINSLEY-—"It is both the privilege and duty of every Christian to ex-
emplify the Christ life."
ELSIE UEBERSCHAR— "I'll sing it and tell it wherever I go— I want all to hear it, I
want all to know."
THELMA VAN SCOIK—"He is my strength from day to day, without Him I would
fall."
VIOLA VAN SCOIK—"O, send out Thy light and Thy truth; let them lead me."
MILLIE VERMILLION
—
"Never let your studying interfere with doing good for others."
PAUL WAGLEY-— "I dare not look to the right or left— I must press forward."
MILDRED WANNER—"As God leads me will I go, Nor choose my way."
IRMA WARNER—"What time I am afraid, I will trust in Thee."
CLAYTON WEIKER— "I am called to be holy—to be a saint."
ROBERT WELCH—"Out of the life of school into the school of life."
NEVA WHALEY—"A blush is beautiful, but sometimes uncomfortable."
REYNOLDS WHITE—"The entrance of thy words giveth light."
WILLIAM WHITEMAN—"If I can keep one heart from breaking, I shall not live in
vain."
ROY WHITTUM—"He speaks as one who fed on poetry."
FLORENCE WILTING—"It's the set of the soul that determines the goal and not the
storm nor the strife."
KATHLEEN WITMER—"Music is a chain that links the soul with God."
EDNA WORTHINGTON—"Singing if my way is clear; praying if the path is drear."
MARY DEEN WRIGHT—"That I may dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of
my life."
ROBERT YOUNG—"To know that Jesus never fails is sufficient guarantee against all
problems of tomorrow."
EDWIN ZIMBELMAN—"Oh, that night that God got ahold of me."




"Count the cost, young people, and then by the grace of God go forward!"
MISS DIRKSON.
"Our most important calling is to be saints."
"Jesus didn't come to regulate sin; He came to destroy it."
EDISON HABEGGAR.
"Perhaps some of you are the answer to somebody's prayer."
REV. J. H. WOODWARD.
"Wherever you see two extremes in theology the truth is usually in between."
"The capacity in which the Holy Spirit comes to a person depends upon the
capacity to receive Him."
"Where faith demands action and you do not act, your claim of faith is false."
"If man had not been able to sin, he could never be holy."
DR. JOHN PAUL
"God is never ahead of time, never behind time; but He is always on time."
REV. J. E. RAMSEYER.
"Christ is the highest among the mighty, and the mightiest among the holy."
"There is no hope for a person who doesn't learn that he doesn't know."
"The lowest rung in the ladder of God's grace is higher than the highest in the
world."
"There are some holiness people who have a lot of holes in their holiness."
"You may not have victory over everything, but you can have victory in every-
thing."
"We hang on for dear life—to nothing."
"Jonah found himself inside the whale; but there is one encouraging thing, he
found a mourner's bench."
REV. J. S. WOOD.
"Fear God and you need not fear anyone else."
"There is no room for defeat in the Christian's life."
"Missions are the moral equivalent of war."
"There is power in the Spirit to overcome the body."
REV. JOHN DAVEY.
"There is not a thing in theology that is dry except to a stupid mind."
DR. TURBEVILLE.
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Words of Wisdom from Dr. Turbeville
"We get more inspiration from our sermons when we put more perspiration into
them."
"You can never know the beauty of a rose until you know in your heart, the Rose
of Sharon."
"The Greatest truth in the universe
—
'God is love!'
"You cannot explain any great thing."
"The man who cannot speak out of experience about the things of Christianity
had better keep quiet."
"No man is fit to speak in the name of Christ if he is afraid to speak what he
believes."
"If you try to live more religion than you have, you are going to have a hard time."
"If Christ is small enough for our heads, He is too small for our hearts."
"All great things in this world have in them an element of mystery."
"What Christ said is of no particular importance to us apart from what He did."
"You cannot put the principles of Christ into life until you have them in your heart."
"If you ever accomplish anything in life, it will cost you something."
"If you can talk about anything else, you can talk about Christ if he dwells within.
You can't love and not talk about it."
"No man is good until he is God's. If a man does not have God, he is bad."
"No person loves you unless he is drastic in his demands upon your life." "Love
demands quality."
"Your Christian experience can be no higher than your conception of Deity."
"The same love that would lift you if you accept it, will sink you into the awful
quagmire of eternal ruin and despair if you reject it."
"If our Christ is small enough to be comprehended by these little minds of ours,
He can never solve problems any deeper than that."
"Theology is profound, and a little man can't study it."
"Jesus Christ can take the most simple language and give us the most sublime




1909—DERSIE QUINCE—" 'He is faithful that promised —Heb. 10:23. I praise
the Lord for Jesus, His Word, and His promises. For every problem there has been a
promise; and when faithful in claiming them, He has been faithful in proving them.
Praise the Lord for such a wonderful Savior!"
1910—SAMUEL C. WITMER— "I am praising God more now than ever that He
permitted me to study His word in the Institute under teachers that believed and
taught the whole Bible."
1911—MENNO S. HIRSCHY—"Praise God for the blessings received at the
Bible Institute and for the fellowship with classmates representing varied walks of life:
missionaries, pastors, doctor, nurses, authors, home mission workers, and those in
secular work. 'That I may know Him' (our motto) is precious as we live and move in a
world of trouble and turmoil."
1912—NORMAN HIRSCHY—"Those were three blessed years at Bible Institute.
Twenty-nine years have passed since then—years of trial, testing, triumph. Of the
Word we then studied and since have studied and proclaimed; we can say with Joshua
(23:14), 'Not one thing hath failed thereof. His grace is still sufficient. Praise His
precious name!"
1913—MRS. SAMUEL SCHUMACHER (Nee Lillie Roth)—"The days that I spent
at the Bible Institute were very precious days, and have meant much to me ever since.
I praise God for a school that still teaches the whole Word of God. May the Lord
continue to bless this dear old Bible Institute."
1914—JOHN E. LAUBY— "I always shall have a warm spot in my heart for the
Fort Wayne Bible Institute. The spiritual atmosphere and the fundamental teaching
of the Word put a foundation under my feet that abides to this day. May the Institute
continue to teach the 'faith that was once for all delivered to the saints' coupled with
Holy Ghost experiences; and it will go on 'conquering and to conquer'."
1915—W. VANCLIEF YAGGY—"Greetings in the name of our unchanging and
faithful Lord. It is hard to realize that twenty-six years have passed by since the class
of 1915 last trod the halls of the Institute. Our class was one of the smallest to graduate,
and our ranks have been thinned fifty percent down through the years by the promotion
of three of our number to His presence."
1916—ARTHUR F. ALLBRO—"The Fort Wayne Bible Institute was the answer to
my spiritual need at the time I enrolled. It was the spiritual atmosphere that burned
into my spiritual fiber the stabilizing qualities so necessary for the establishment of
my spiritual life. Friendships made in this atmosphere have proved deeper and more
enduring than all others. May this atmosphere ever pervade her halls."
I9I7_J0HN C. CLASPER—"The three years (1914-1917) spent in the B.T.S.
were most profitable. I enjoyed the fine spiritual atmosphere and Christian fellowship.
The fundamental teaching of God's Word, and the practical service were such as to
help fit me for over twenty years of service in two pastorates."
1918—MISS SOPHIA PAULEY— "I will never regret the time I spent at the Bible
Institute. It was there that I became settled in my Christian experience and strengthened




1919—MRS. P. M. ACOSTA—(Nee E. Luella Benz)— "I shall never cease to thank
my Heavenly Father for the three precious years which He permitted me to spend at
the Bible Institute. They were not only years filled with study and work, but years filled
with greater experiences and of a deeper and closer fellowship with Jesus, my Saviour."
1920—RUTH REDISER—"Our motto 'Jehovah-nissi'. So far as I can learn, thir-
teen of the fifteen are now engaged in part or full time Christian work. Five are carry-
ing the Gospel to darkened hearts in India, China, Africa, and South America. The
rest are spreading the Gospel in the homeland. Praise God!"
1921—DANIEL E. RAMSEYER—"Twenty short years have slipped by since we
left the Bible Training School—now the Bible Institute. We spent ten years in the
Lord's service in Nebraska, one year in Wisconsin, and are starting our fifth year in
the West Baptist Church of Bay City, Michigan. The Gospel is still the power of God.
It has marvelously transformed lives and homes here, for which we praise the Lord."
1923—ROY J. BIRKEY—"Just what B. I. has meant to me during eighteen years
of service, both at home and abroad, would be difficult for me to say, because it be-
came a part of me. I do not hesitate to heartily recommend it as the most acceptable
place for youth to prepare for Christian service."
1925—MARION E. GROSH
—
"Praise God for answering prayer and fulfilling
His promises. Conference has just assigned me to the Harriett M. B. C. Church, near
Hillsboro, Ohio. This is a small country church in a difficult but needy field. But God
is able to finish to His glory what He has begun. Pray for me."
1926—MYRTLE E. WISHART—"For the fifteen blessed and fruitful years which
have sped by since my graduation, I fervently praise God. The Lord has become
increasingly real to me, leading me from victory unto victory in my evangelistic work.
My earnest desire, 'to be always abounding in the work of the Lord'."
1927-—J. J. KLOPFENSTEIN—"Our word of praise, since our graduation, is
'Great is thy faithfulness'. As we have sought, these fourteen years, to work in our
appointed corner of His great vineyard, in pastorates and evangelistic services, we
have often proved the exceeding greatness of His promises and faithfulness."
1928—Q. J. EVEREST—"In the first Light Tower publication by our class of 1928,
I inserted the verse, 'I can do all things through Christ which strengtheneth me'. During
these thirteen years of pastoral, evangelistic and radio ministry, God has definitely
verified His word. We are joyful in our King."
1929—TILLMAN HABEGGAR— "I shall always look back to the Bible Institute
with a note of praise and thanksgiving to God for the clear testimony of the Institute.
The foundation of Christian doctrines received there and the teaching and practice
of prayer in the Institute have helped me to lead many souls into a clear experience
of salvation, sanctification, and healing for the body, and to make known the blessed
hope of the near return of our Lord."
1930—MRS. LOYAL RINGENBERG—"At present I have the happy and high
calling of being a mother to Lenore and William Carey. The Lord supplies the strength
as I give 'all-out-aid' to my husband who contends for the faith at the Institute. We
are happy to be 'workers together with Him'."
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1931—H. E. WISWELL—Since graduating from B. I. (1931), the Lord has been
so gracious in His care, guidance and grace that a testimony of so few words can but
sound a note of heart-felt thanksgiving. But to sum it all up into one statement, I am
glad to exclaim with the poet: 'Great is Thy faithfulness'."
1932—CYRIL H. EICHER— "I am deeply grateful to the Lord for the spiritual
help and encouragement I received while attending the Fort Wayne Bible Institute.
I look back with fond memories to the times of fellowship, instruction, and service
during those years. Thank God for an institution which is still true to God's unchanging
Word."
1933—NELLIE E. THUM—"Upon entering Bible School, I was told I could know
just as definitely when God sanctified me as when He saved me. Something within held
me back. I sought the Lord to let me die, kill me dead, and break the chains on the
inside. He did it. Bless His name!"
1935—RANDALL M. RICE— " 'Hitherto hath the Lord helped us.' We praise
the Lord for His unfailing faithfulness: He has remarkably answered prayer; He has
outstandingly manifested loving kindness and tender mercies; He has given grace
for every trial; He is a present living reality; and the future is as bright as His promises."
1936—ROBERT C. STRUBHAR—"The Joy of my life is to serve the Lord. For
His grace and goodness to me, I praise Him. I have found Him to be a mighty Con-
queror, who never lost a battle; a faithful Guide, who knows the way; and a trustworthy
Friend, who never betrays my confidences."
1937—HOWARD G. EICHER—"The words describing our day are 'Wars and
wickedness' with all their accompaniments. The masses are spiritually unenlightened,
Christ rejectors. I thank God for the ministry and mission of the Bible Institute, indeed
a 'Tower of Light'. The many who have passed her halls of Bible training are Fortunate,
and the days ahead afford us great opportunity to be lights in a darkening world."
—
Romans 1:16.
1938—KENNETH GEIGER—"God has certainly been good during the few years
since the Class of '38 graduated from the Bible Institute. Reports of blessing and victory
and usefulness have come from every member of the class. We feel that God has a
place for every one of us in His service and by the grace of God shall go on serving
Him until He shall call us home."
1939—NORMAN C. MOSER—"The Lord has done great things for me whereof
I am glad. I praise Him for saving and keeping me, and for calling me into His service.
I praise Him, too, for courage to 'press toward the mark for the prize of the high call-
ing of God in Christ Jesus'."
1940—KENT WELTY—" 'Praise the Lord, O my Soul'. We have much reason to
rejoice in God. He has been a Designer who has our lives mapped out, a Guide who
has taught our feet which path to tread, and a Father who has opened His storehouse.





10—Registration day for new students.
I I—Registration day for old students.
12— First day of school.
14—-Our first school picnic at Foster Park.
15—Van Scoik's first attempt at pie bakinq. Result—indigestion.
26—Two of Violet Luck's house coats appeared at girl's dorm meeting, Violet in
one, and Bob Elliot in the other.
27—A new vision of Africa presented by Albert Helzer at Mission Band.
October
—
4—Mission Band Service was presented by students who were engaged in full time
service during the summer months.
5—Ruth, the daughter of Professor (Pop) Gerber, and Wilbur Eicher, son of Rev.
P. L. Eicher, were united in marriage in the First Missionary Church.
7—Kay's alarm clock ran down. Result—late breakfast, hungry students.
8—Monthly day of prayer.
10—An organ recital presented by Miss Ruth Bixel.
18—Opening session of the City-wide Youth Conference.
24—Who spilled the ginger in the pumpkin pies?
25—The student body enjoyed the Mission Band address given by our Dean.
November
4—Monthly day of prayer.
8—Jacob Sheetz entertained us With his saxaphone.
Unusual Mission Band—A broadcast from HCJB, Quito, Ecuador.
I I—Dean Witmer's chapel message on War Propaganda.
12—Mr. Imler, in chapel, gave us a review of his persecutions.
14—Mr. J. Francis Chase from Chicago illustrated the technical use of arts.
16—Bethany Hall residents had a Fireside Meeting and drew names for their silent
sisters.
20—Thanksgiving vacation.
23—Special supper prepared by Alfred Shadduck and hlarriet Sweeten.
27—Shadduck spilled the spaghetti.
December
6—Mrs. Rhoda Hinkey, who served forty years in China, was our Mission Band
speaker.
9—Monthly day of prayer. "Eddie" Habeggar was our speaker.
12—Open-house and Recital for public and students.
13—Never will the school forget "Little Mose and Zeke." Lulu Irvines was the
speaker.







2—Back to books and slates.
17— Inspiring Mission Band Service with Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ummel.
18—Four girls enjoyed the hamburgers and hot coffee party at 12:30 P. M. in room
thirty-one.
20—The beginning of a four-day tribulation period. (Exams.)
23—During the first portion of our monthly day of prayer, Dr. Zoller and the "Amer-
ica Back To God Quartet" were with us.
24—Registration: many new faces appear.
27—Classes resumed.




7—Miss Bertschi, a return missionary from Africa spoke in Mission Band.
I I—John Davey, a native of Australia, showed pictures of the West Indies in the
First Missionary Church.
20—Student's Recital in the chapel.
25—Anne Grace's birthday party.




5—Women's Chorus sang in the First Missionary Church.
14—We will never forget Brother Bach's Mission Band message. Ray Weaver played
organ numbers.
19—Monthly day of prayer.
20—Men's chorus left the city at 1 :30 P. M.
Women's Chorus left the city at 5:30 P. M.
21—Spring vacation.
27—Back to school.
29—Shadduck stepped in the dishpan.
31—The Men's and Women's Choruses returned this A. M.
Don and Evelyn announced their engagement.
April
—
7—Miss McConnel and her group had charge of the chapel service.
9—Campus clean-up day; weiners, beans, leaves, and couples.
I I—The girls of Bethany Hall enjoyed their last Fireside Meeting.
May
25—Baccalaureate—Rev. S. A. Witmer, speaker.
26—Annual Student Recital.
27—Fellowship Circle Dinner.
28—Graduation—Rev. Clyde Meredith, speaker.
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Average for first decade.... 57
Average for second decade 75
Average for third decade 115
Average for past seven years 158
Present residence enrollment 176
Present total registration 222
In Curriculum
The catalog of 1905-06 described a curriculum of ten subjects.
Now the Institute is divided into three departments, each having its own cir-
riculum:
School of Bible 63 courses
School of Music 17 courses
School of Correspondence 9 courses
Plans are now being made to add a Bible college course.
In Physical Equipment
Site purchased and Administration Building erected in 1904 with present
evaluation of $75,000
Bethany Hall erected 1929-30 60,000
Annex purchased in 1937 5,000
Present plans call for an Auditorium-Music Hall estimated to cost 85,000
The Bible Institute aims to meet the increasing demand for thoroughly trained
Christian workers from societies and denominations at home and abroad. It is pledged
to the fulfillment of the Great Commission.
Address inquiries to the Registrar








brings you many quality foods—
why not enjoy them all? Be sure
of quality before you buy. Look



















In which you may have a part
The Bible Institute Colportage Association
of Chicago was founded in 1894 by Dwight L.
Moody to circulate the simple gospel message by
means of:
PUBLISHING books, Scripture portions
and tracts, (English and Foreign) to the
extent of more than 700 titles and editions.
SELLING through the usual trade channels
but particularly through Christian book
missionaries.
GIVING literature to Christian workers in
prisons, hospitals, CCC camps, mountain
and pioneer districts of America, Latin
America, Africa, India, etc.
For full particulars write to
The Bible Institute Colportage
Association
841-a N. Wells St. Chicago, 111.
SUNDAY SCHOOL LITERATURE
for Pupils of All Ages
The "Christian Life Series" treats on the
INT. UNIFORM LESSON TOPICS
True to the Fundamentals of the Christian Faith!
Verse by Verse Exposition!
Simply expounded within the range of all!
Sample copies on application




YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD DRUG STORE
WE DELIVER
4001 South Wayne Avenue Phone H-5130
On January thirty-first
When in the door the seniors burst
There sat the Dean in stocking feet,
And he was quite dumbfounded.
His feet went up; he dropped his chin;
And turned around with silly grin.
The seniors at the open door
Were shouting, "Happy Birthday."
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
In her eagerness to enter chapel for Church History class one morning, Deen fel
outside the door and stretched a ligament in her foot.
Automobile TIVTCT 7"D 2i l^T^'C Burglary





DIVIDEND SAVINGS 20% UP- -DIRECT COMPANY SERVICE
EMPLOYERS MUTUALS
FORT WAYNE BRANCH— 1230 LINCOLN TOWER
EINER R. BURGET A-6343 NORMAN A. BOERGER
REALIZE REAL EYES
WEAR GETTLE'S GLASSES
Eyes Examined—Lenses Ground—Glasses made in One to Three Hours by
SPECIALISTS IN EACH DEPARTMENT
THE GOLDEN RULE OPTICAL STORE









































Mr. Leighfner in Homiletics class: "The eyes play an important part in expressing
to your audience your feelings. There passes from eye to eye that look which pierces
the inmost soul, kindling the passions and melting to tenderness. What did you say,
Miss Ueberschar?"
Old student to Sadie Habeggar on first day of school: "Well, Sadie, I hope to
see more of you from now on."
Sadie: "I'm sorry, but this is all there is of me."
LIGHTT
308 EAST BERRY STREET
It's easier, smarter, to . . .
Cook Electrically
Be wise — insist on cooking this
modern low-cost way. Enjoy better-
tasting, more nourishing meals. Elec-
tric cooking rates in Fort Wayne
now are the lowest in history.
- - - - PHONE A-7441
74
®Ije ^i^t f&ofaer
THE NATIONAL MILL SUPPLY CO.
FACTORY, MILL, ELECTRICAL, PLUMBING AND
HEATING SUPPLIES, AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT,
RADIOS, PAINT, OIL, ELECTRIC RANGES AND
REFRIGERATORS
207-209-21 1-21 5 EAST COLUMBIA STREET
Phone A'2331 Fort Wayne, Indiana
BIBLES- --TESTAMENTS
BOOKS
THE OXFORD "ULTRATHIN' 1 BIBLE
MISSIONARY CHURCH ASSOCIATION
Publication Department—Bible Institute Building—Fort Wayne, Indiana
Mr. Leightner calls on Miss Ueberschar to recite.
Miss Ueberschar: "I'm sorry, but I am unprepared for a change."







A CLEAN SHOP FOR PARTICULAR PEOPLE
FERGUSON BARBERS
Christian Barbers
DOWNTOWN 1229 CALHOUN STREET
CONGRATULATIONS, GRADUATES!
HARRISON HILL DRUG STORE
Phone H-4286 or H-5119 PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS
In Hebrews class, first semester.
Mr. Witmer: "Here's a simple question that anyone should be able to answer. Miss
Lucks?"
In an after-supper prayer meeting in Bethany Hall when the girls felt more like
giggling than being serious, Martha Grenzebach, the senior member of the group,
quietly commanded: "Well, girls, let's either get quiet or expand."
A GIFT TO YOU
We have a copy of our latest Catalog for you. All manner of RELIGIOUS SUPPLIES.
A splendid variety of Plaques, Mottoes, Bibles, Religious Fiction, Sunday School Rewards, etc.,
etc. Bethel Series Sunday School Literature—Fundamental, Spiritual.
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